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While online shopping industry is flourishing and dramatically fetching new heights, Magento has
pretty much taken over the e- commerce technology space. Addressing the needs of online
merchants with functionality, but also functional flexibility, Magento Shopping cart has been created.
Putting all the control in the hands of online merchants, Magento Shopping furnishes no constraints
in terms of the flow of the business purposes. Witnessing technological advancements, at a swifter
space, avant-grade developments in World Wide Web with every passing day,  there an urge to
keep a tab on in utterly beneficial cost effective  with time saving and resource saving paths to
develop web pages.

Needles to mention, that Magento has aided shopping cart development with its unique and user
friendly features. Whereas the entry of Magento Extensions had added some more functionality and
features in E Commerce applications apart from the traditional E Commerce platform i.e. Magento
.Magento Extensions are like plug- ins or modifications that help to customize the Magento
installation and providing immense opportunitiesâ€™ to the website in delivering the purpose than
Magento itself can do.

Accommodating an array of features within Magento Extensions as resource saving, cost effective
and time saving feature makes Magento Shopping, are accepted and acknowledged  on a wide
scale  as result are noticed by  online business community as well as Magento Developers. Owing
to assorted features of extensions fun and easy to use E Commerce platform Magento, doesnâ€™t just
stop at simply helping customers with item listings and orders.

While developing online E Commerce website Order Tracking Magneto Extension is one of the most
sought extensions of Magento as it gives enhanced and increased performance to online store
owners, as a result magnified quality of customer service is provided to the clients. While acquiring
services of this extension customers have an opportunity to track the shipment and payment
statuses all the way through the delivery process with ease using mobile devices or desktop
computers.  While technology is creating wonders at every passing day, and when every services
are provided with mobile devices  customizing this particular extension with major mobile application
development has been helpful to both, customers as well as online shop owners.  Introducing
Mobile Order tracking a supplement to Order Tracking Magneto Extension, is very helpful as it
provides with real time access to shipment and payment access to customers and lets them to track
without logging into web store. Being compatible to major and most popular mobile operating
systems for smart phones, Order Tracking Magneto Extension is the best alternative for ever busy
customers.

With the assistance of Magento Extensions, Plug-ins themes and templates, one can easily have
full authority over each and every aspect of the e- commerce online store. From great control to
merchandising, from catalogue and product browsing to international support and promotions to site
management, these extensions contribute a lot without any human intervention.
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
Having a perfect command on a Magento Extensions as a Order Tracking Magneto Extension,
author of this article had done a commendable job in making a Magento Shopping acknowledged
among online customers.
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